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At the Upfronts: What They Said, and What it Means 
By Steve Sternberg 

 

For American television viewers, the start of the new primetime network television season is still four 

months away.  For insiders at media agencies, networks, and advertisers (as well as television 

analysts like me), the upfront season has placed thoughts of September squarely into May and June. 

 

In a series of presentations to the advertising industry, the major media companies just announced 

plans for their linear and streaming platforms during the next year or so, which includes their 

respective TV schedules.  This marks the start of the “Upfront,” when advertisers spend upward of 

$20 billion buying commercial time on national television programs scheduled to air during the next 

broadcast year (September-August). 

 

The once highly anticipated “upfront week” had become a much more subdued affair during the past 

two years.  Because of the pandemic, these presentations were exclusively virtual , which simply can’t 

match the energy that surrounds live events at Radio City, Carnegie Hall, MSG, or Lincoln Center, 

and the subsequent celebrity-filled after-parties.  This year’s upfront events were live once again, 

although those who don’t yet feel comfortable returning to crowded settings were still be able to live-
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stream the presentations.  Fox’s presentation almost entirely on video, which was kind of strange and 

begs the question what was the point of inviting people to crowd together in the first place?  Paramount 

was the only one to ask everyone to wear masks indoors (probably a requirement of Carnegie Hall)  

 

Major Upfront Themes 

Here are some of the common themes that stood out and were repeated throughout the week by the 

several media companies – Comcast NBCUniversal, Fox, Disney, Warner Bros. Discovery, 

Paramount Global, and The CW (currently jointly owned by Warner Bros. Discovery and Paramount, 

but presenting separately).  All statements regarding how many people they reach, whether they are 

#1 at something, or how much better they are then their competitors, are the individual claims of each 

company, whether or not I put the comments in quotes (I have not independently vetted any of their 

assertions).  My commentary will be apparent.  New series listed here will be detailed and reviewed 

in an upcoming issues of The Sternberg Report after I watch the pilots. 

 

We are everywhere, can reach everyone, and it’s all one unified business 

 

Common refrains:  We have the greatest reach, scale, scope, and impact.  We are armed with multiple 

networks, platforms, and genres that combine into a unified force that can impact anyone and 

everyone.  We have the best technology and tools to bring all our platforms together for advertisers.  

“Unified” seemed to be one of the big words of the week. 

 

NBCUniversal pointed out that while it is fashionable to talk about how much everyone spends on 

content, NBCU’s competitive advantage comes from “the breadth and strength of our programming 

and platforms (from linear TV – two broadcast and eight cable networks – to sports, news, Telemundo, 

and Peacock)… We run it as one business, we manage it as one business, we promote it as one 

business with Symphony (sharing resources and collaborating across multiple divisions to market a 
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single project), and we sell it as one business.”  “The reach of NBCU is unreal, and we have an 

amazing number of genres.”   

 

NBCU also touted its NBCUnified first-party data, which brings together 200 million unique IDs across 

all of its brands.  Everything’s on a single unified platform using multiple currencies.  

 

Disney is the most powerful force in the industry.  Disney connects with 93% of adults on a monthly 

basis.  The depth and breadth of Disney shows appeal to everyone.  The Disney brand is a sense of 

magic and innovation.   

 

Warner Bros. Discovery has “the largest reach with the most complete portfolio, including news 

and sports.”  WBD can offer advertisers access to virtually every audience segment there is.  One-

third of adults 25-54 watch WBD networks in primetime every night.  In March and April WBD 

companies (primarily cable networks) accounted for 25% of all adult 25-54 primetime viewing 

(compared to 21% for the four broadcast networks combined).   

 

Paramount “reaches 87% of everyone everywhere with our powerful portfolio of brands.”  “Always 

meet the audience where they’re at – regardless of their age.”  “We’re transcending platforms with 

the best IP across every genre and demographic, leveraging our leading broadcast, cable, and ad-

supported streaming assets to deliver a huge footprint of engaged audiences with high-quality video 

reach for our clients.”  Across social media, Paramount reaches half of all people 13+.   

 

EyeQ is Paramount’s unified streaming advertising solution, specifically built to simplify how 

advertisers reach their consumers across all of Paramount’s ad-supported streaming content.  More 

than 80 million monthly full episode viewers (younger, more affluent, better educated) – 80% watch 

on a television set. 
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FOX has 200 million people watching one or more of its programming services, including multi-

channel bundle Tubi, each month.  Fox ad tech incudes, Fox Atlas, an intelligence platform that 

delivers optimal placement, Fox Net, a suite of tools that allows for clients to use data and automation 

to deliver precision, drive impact, and allow brands to enact addressable audience targeting cross 

screen, and One Fox is the company’s streaming ad offering across all its digital offerings. 

 

The CW is more than a media company, it’s a single, powerful, unified brand, with broadcast, digital, 

and streaming, all available on the CW Seed app – one destination 100% free and fully ad-supported.  

Viewers are always connected to The CW, which has 30 million annual unique viewers. 

 

 

 

It’s almost as though everyone got together this year and decided “storytelling” was going to be one 

of the key words used to provide some distinction between them and their competitors. 

 

NBCUniversal noted that everyone will talk about their amazing content, but NBCU’s diverse 

platforms create an amazing audience.  No one in the industry “can match us when it comes to 

combining great content with the biggest, broadest, and best audience imaginable – because no 

matter how great your story, it doesn’t have an impact if people aren’t watching it.” 

 

No one can match NBCU’s audience – not just viewers, but fans.  “Our content fuels every screen 

and every feed.  This is what it looks like to be the center of cultural conversations.  Nobody does 

fandom like NBCU.”  This is Us (currently in its final season) was held up as an example of great 

stories with great fans.  While not going over NBC’s full weekly primetime schedule, its programming 

was highlighted in the context of the network’s fandom theme.  “A great show makes you feel 

something, and the place to feel it is right here,” as featured by its popular franchises, NBC’s One 
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Chicago Wednesday (Chicago Med, Chicago Fire, Chicago P.D.) and Law & Order Thursday (Law & 

Order, Law & Order: SVU, Law  Order: Organized Crime).   

 

“Today we only had 90 minutes to encapsulate the content that our insatiable fans spend over 100 

billion hours with each and every year.  And your brands have always been a part of it.”  

 

• NBCU’s Telemundo’s popular telenovela, El Senor de los Cielos, which follows the life of 

drug lord Aurelio Casillas (Rafael Amaya) was highlighted as the #1 Spanish language series, 

with more than 2.5 billion views.  It will be returning for its eighth season. 

 

The heart of Disney is our storytelling.  Everything starts with great storytelling.  Disney has a century 

of iconic storytelling. “We created an unmatched synergy machine that enables audiences to make 

our stories part of their everyday lives.”  

 

• ESPN has the best storytelling in sports with 30 For 30.  Andscape (formerly The Undefeated) 

is devoted to telling Black stories. 

 

 Fox “tells stories no one else is telling.”  “We are laser-focused on delivering incredible content at 

massive scale to passionate, diverse audiences everywhere.” 

 

Warner Bros. Discovery is the largest maker of television and movie content in the world.  It has 

brought together the rich legacies and deep libraries of two great companies with an unparalleled 

collection of stories and franchises.  The goal is being “a place for bold, impactful storytelling with the 

power to entertain, inform, and when we are at our best, inspire.”  “Our extraordinary people and  

creative partners, these diverse perspectives and experiences, are invaluable to our organization and 

our storytelling.”  “Simply stated, we have the content that viewers want.” 

 

WBD networks have the best original and acquired series, and the best documentaries on television. 
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• Discovery’s Shark Week is one of the biggest events on television. 

 

The CW is constantly evolving and adapting, with a genuinely strong brand – a pop-culture influencer 

with diverse and passionate storytelling. 

 

The story of Paramount is the story of a boon in creativity.  Paramount’s cinematic storytelling is 

part of its legacy.  Paramount Network’s Yellowstone and its Paramount+ prequel,1883, were brought 

up as an example, and also as an example of how Paramount is re-inventing genres.   

 

We’re number one. 

 

Whether touting being #1 among some “key demo,” some daypart, some genre, streaming, or social 

media, there is so much data available to mine that every company as well as every broadcast and 

most cable networks can claim to be #1 at something. 

 

NBCUniversal boasted that they are “the #1 TV portfolio in total audience, period.”   NBC is the #1 

broadcast network among adults 18-49.  USA and Bravo are the top-rated cable networks among 

several demographics. 

 

Warner Bros. Discovery is the global leader in entertainment, lifestyle, and sports, and has the 

biggest global consumer base.  It also has six of the top 10 cable networks (TNT, TBS, Discovery, 

Food, HGTV, TLC).  WBD networks had a combined 50+share of cable seven times in the past two 

months.  WBD is on par with all four broadcast networks, and should be considered the 5th network. 

 

• Research shows Discovery+ and HBO Max deliver the best viewing experience among 

streaming platforms. 
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• CNN has the #1 digital platform in the world. 

 

Disney has “an unmatched collection of franchises.”  Disney has the greatest suite of streaming 

platforms (Hulu, Disney+, and ESPN+).  “Linear, digital, or streaming, we have the most engaged 

audiences.”  Disney has the top news organization (ABC is #1 in virtually every news daypart) and is  

the most trusted name in sports.   

 

• ESPN is the top rated cable network for five years in a row,  

 

• ABC is the #1 entertainment network for the third consecutive year.  

 

FOX lauded the strength of its sports slate, having both the World Cup (which is moving from summer 

to fall) and the Super Bowl this year.  Sporting events continue to dominate the top 100 shows every 

year.  “,,,the sports that we represent, certainly in the fall, have the most reach, and we have the most 

touch points, and we feel, the best production value and best presentation on air.”  Regarding Fox 

News, we were told that “From early morning to the critical primetime hours, our shows continue to 

rate on a broadcast scale,” easily outperforming the other cable news networks.   

 

Paramount leaned in the most on the “we’re number 1” thing, claiming CBS to be “America’s most 

watched network.”  CBS has been the #1 broadcast network (in total viewers) for 14 straight seasons 

(19 of the last 20).  CBS is #1 in late night, #1 in daytime for 35 years, and the #1 college football 

network for 13 straight years.  Paramount is also #1 we were told in unique social video viewers, and 

has the #1 Sunday morning show, the #1 new primetime show (Ghosts), the #1 kids network 

(Nickelodeon), the #1 kids show (The Loud House), the #1 pre-school franchise (Nick Jr.), the #1 

cable network among Black adults (BET), the #1 cable entertainment special among LGBTQ viewers 

(MTV’s Video Music Awards), the #1 free streaming service (Pluto), and more soccer matches than 
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any other streaming service.  And, of course, 60 Minutes is the #1 news magazine show in the history 

of television.  Paramount+ was cited as the Best of 2021 User’s Choice App. 

 

We also received a brief history lesson on how Paramount’s evolving #1 reality eco-system, which 

started the reality boom back in 1992 with MTV’s The Real World, continues to lead the way with 

CBS’s Survivor still going strong.  Others notable Paramount reality franchises include, VH1’s Love 

and Hip Hop and Ru Paul’s Drag Race), MTV’s The Challenge and Jersey Shore, and CBS’s Big 

Brother and Amazing Race.  Paramount’s unscripted series reach 83 million unique viewers. 

 

We are diversity and multi-cultural leaders. 

 

Every media company touted their multicultural bona fides,  There will be diversity and inclusion 

throughout the many projects and programming that will find their way to each company’s multiple 

platforms.  Under-represented voices will be heard.  Commitment to this seems universal and real. 

 

The CW has led the way with diversity and inclusion on both sides of the camera with shows like 

Jane the Virgin, Crazy Ex-Girlfriend, Kung Fu, the All American franchise, and the upcoming Tom 

Swift (they didn’t mention the canceled Supergirl, Legends of Tomorrow, and Batwoman, which all fit 

into this category as well, particularly with their LGBTQ representation).  “Our brand continues to be 

recognized for its strong appeal to diverse audiences, and our influence on pop culture.” 

 

Disney launched the Onyx Collective, a content brand for creators of color and under-represented 

voices – primarily on Hulu.  Its first title was Questlove’s Summer of Soul.  Kerry Washington and 

Delroy Lindo are set to star in the Onyx Collective’s first scripted series (on Hulu) titled, Unprisoned. 
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Disney also launched Andscape, a multi-media platform (part of the ESPN portfolio) dedicated to 

embracing and sharing the full range of Black culture and identity.  This is a rebranded and expended 

version of The Undefeated. 

 

Disney cited Grey’s Anatomy as a breakthrough in diverse casts with the first gay Asian surgeon and 

the first non-binary surgeon. 

 

Disney has gotten more than $100 million in ad investments for multicultural efforts, and will do even 

more this year.   

 

NBCU has more multicultural audiences than any other media company.  At NBC News, 50% of the 

staff is female and 50% are people of color. 

 

Paramount broadcast, cable, and streaming delivers truly diverse content for truly diverse 

audiences.  “We are re-imagining media and challenging stereotypes.” 

 

Warner Bros. Discovery has fresh stories, new perspectives, and unique stories with cultural 

impact.  “We welcome all creators to share stories that change the world.”  WBD connects brands 

with multicultural audiences.  HBO Max and Discovery+ have more diverse and engaging content 

than anyone else. 

 

Fox and Tubi are leading the way with diverse, multicultural programming.  We connect with 

audiences and communities across all demographics.  Several of Fox’s new and returning series have 

diverse casts and stories.  Tubi’s mission is “to super serve all audiences with diverse voices. We’re 

leaps and bounds above everyone else." 
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We are committed to the ad-supported model. 

 

Each company gave a hard sell here as to why they are more committed to advertising and working 

with advertisers than any of their competitors, with a few claiming an advantage because they’ve been 

doing it longer than anyone else.  These struck me as strange claims, since they’ve all been in the 

advertising business for many decades, and except for Netflix, Prime Video, and Hulu, are all relatively 

new to the streaming arena. 

 

NBCUniversal has been committed to the ad-supported video business “since literally the first 

moments of our company’s history.  This is not an extension of our core business or a pivot.  It is our 

core business.”  “At NBCU, ad sales is not just a revenue stream, it’s part of our DNA and future.  We 

invite businesses in while others push you out.  We built our platform to transact the way advertisers 

need to.”  “Others force-feed ads to consumers who don’t ask for them in the first place.”   

 

They also noted that Netflix and Disney incorporating ad-supported tiers should be seen as an 

affirmation of NBCU’s Peacock strategy.  “The rest of the industry will spend the next decade trying 

to become Comcast NBCUniversal because we know the future is ad-supported and our entire 

company is already built top-to-bottom to support you, our advertisers.”  Peacock’s ad-supported tier 

runs no more than five minutes of commercials per hour. 

 

Unlike other media companies, FOX is not chasing subscribers.  “While many are saying advertising 

is back, we didn’t know it went away.”  “Fox Entertainment enters the Upfront, a week literally built for 

broadcasters to align with advertisers, as the only company, no matter the platform, with advertising 

at its core.  Advertisers have been our focus since the start of this company, and we’re proud that this 

too is proof of Fox’s differentiation.”  “…building barriers between our best content and our brand 

partners simply isn’t our business model.”  “All of Fox’s world-class properties are ad-supported.  
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Production teams work with advertisers for custom integrations.”  “We absolutely love selling pizza 

and trucks and phones and insurance.”  Fox also reminded us that Netflix and Disney “can’t afford to 

build their paywall without [advertisers’] money.”  

 

Fox claimed Tubi is “the largest free ad-supported streaming platform with 40,000 titles,” and said it 

will grow into a $1 billion advertising business by next year. 

 

Paramount is “built on the strength of iconic brands, premium programming, and massive reach 

across linear and streaming, to deliver unmatched marketing solutions for advertising partners. 

 

Warner Bos. Discovery said that “one of the distinct advantages we have is that we were an 

early proponent of this model and have been in the market with already well-established, ad-light 

products.  “You can extend reach with younger viewers through our digital platforms.  You can follow 

the consumer journey from linear to digital awareness to activation as viewers go deeper into a news 

story, catch sports highlights, and download a recipe or how to tip.”  “…Simply put, your campaigns 

work better here.”   

 

HBO Max and Discovery+ have ad-free and ad-light options – HBO Max has 2-3 minutes of ads 

per hour, Discovery+ has 4-5 minutes per hour.  We were shown results of a study indicating viewers 

feel their ad loads are the “most reasonable” of all the streaming platforms. 

 

Hulu has always had an ad-free and lower-priced ad-supported version, although it has a higher 

commercial load than other streamers, in the 9-12 minute per hour range.   

 

Disney+ is planning to unveil a new lower-priced ad-supported tier, but is currently playing it close 

to the vest (at least publicly).  The family-friendly Disney+ will reportedly not take alcohol or political 

ads (at least initially), nor will it take ads from rival streamers or studios.  It will also reportedly be 
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careful about running commercials in or around shows targeting pre-schoolers.  Disney+ plans to run 

four minutes or less of commercial time per hour. 

 

A brief pause for commentary about advertising on streaming platforms.   

 

Ad-supported tiers on streaming services are important to their media company owners who are 

looking for additional revenue streams to help offset the high cost of programming.  They are also 

important to advertisers, who are searching for ways to reach consumers at a time of declining linear 

TV ratings, and to the general public, many of whom are looking for ways to reduce their own costs.   

 

But the idea that any streaming service has any kind of advantage because its parent company always 

believed in advertising or had ad-tiers before their competitors is ridiculous.  Advertisers are eagerly 

awaiting Disney+ and Netflix providing advertising opportunities – and neither will be hurt in the 

slightest by being the last two to accept advertising. 

 

HBO Max introduced an advertising tier in 2021.  Netflix  has indicated it might start accepting ads in 

a lower-priced tier by the end of 2022.  Disney+ will do so even sooner.  This is not only a game 

changer, but it is the best thing to happen for advertisers in many years.   

 

When you are streaming something, there is no commercial avoidance through channel switching, 

and unlike DVR playback, you can’t fast-forward through commercials.  Streaming services also 

contain far fewer ads per hour so have significantly less commercial clutter than linear networks. 

 

A “confirmed” commercial impression on a streaming platform is therefore far more valuable than a 

commercial minute impression on linear networks.  By confirmed, I mean certified by the streaming 

service (which has access to the actual data), not third-party measurement done by Nielsen, 

ComScore, or some other research company.  Current C3 ratings do not accurately account for 
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commercial viewers on linear TV, and Nielsen’s sample is not representative of the streaming 

universe, nor does Nielsen measure all streaming services or devices.   

 

It’s interesting that none of the media companies are pointing out these obvious advantages streaming 

ads have over commercials on linear TV – no doubt because regardless of headlines to the contrary, 

linear TV ads are still their bread and butter, and they don’t want to highlight any weaknesses. 

 

While most streamers don’t reach nearly as many viewers as a broadcast network, Netflix does.  Even 

if only 20% of current Netflix users opt for the lower-priced ad-supported tier, it would probably place 

Netflix above most linear cable network in terms of audience size (or at least time spent viewing), 

particularly for its most popular series – and there’s no question that a lower-priced version will attract 

more subscribers.  Advertisers will know exactly how many viewers they are reaching and for how 

long (if they don’t rely on third-party measurement for streaming).  

 

Many people, particularly younger folks, do not really want ads interrupting their streaming.  They’ve 

grown accustomed to ad-free viewing.  But if it reduces their costs and allows them to subscribe to 

more streaming platforms, it may be enough incentive to put up with some ads.   

 

We seem headed toward another situation (that we’ve already seen to a degree with DVRs) where 

the most desirable viewers, those with more disposable income, will be the greatest ad-avoiders.  The 

demographic differences between those who opt for ad-supported streaming and those who can 

easily afford not to, bears watching.  Will some people want the ad-supported tier for the more 

expensive Netflix and HBO Max but not for the less expensive Disney+, Paramount+ or Peacock?  

This, of course, requires good research into streaming, including who subscribes to which form of 

which service and why.  Research which is now sorely lacking. 
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Streaming: everyone in the pool, advertisers welcome 

 

It’s hard to imagine that the first scripted streaming hit scripted series, Netflix’s House of Cards, 

debuted just nine years ago.  And just three years ago, Disney+, HBO Max, Peacock, Apple TV+, and 

Discovery+ did not yet exist.  Only two premium streaming services, Hulu and CBS All Access (now 

Paramount+) accepted any advertising.  By the end of this year, all of the major streaming platforms 

will accept some form of advertising to at least a portion of their subscribers.   

 

“In just two short years, Peacock has become the most effective ad-supported streaming platform 

there is….with 60 million users every single month.”  

 

NBCU touted Bel Air (the re-imagined Fresh Prince of Bel Air) as Peacock’s “biggest original series 

ever,” a strange comment for a streaming service not even two years old (it’s been renewed for a 

second season).  After highlighting next season’s Peacock original series, Bumper in Berlin), Last 

Light, A Friend of the Family, The Best Man: The Final Chapters, The Resort, and Bupkis, NBCU 

asserted that movies are “the backbone of Peacock’s strategy,” and it will be the exclusive streaming 

home of Universal, Focus, and Dreamworks.  There will also be a number of Peacock original films. 

 

Warner Bros. Discovery “can nourish our streaming platforms without hurting our linear 

networks.”  “The winners in the streaming business are those companies that can provide the biggest 

global consumer base with the greatest stories from brands that act as curators for clear and 

compelling propositions across a diverse set of genres that provide the broadest choice, and yet all 

delivered in a simple and personalized consumer experience that makes it easy to discover and 

enjoy.”  “We believe that with the potential of HBO Max and Discovery+ we are uniquely positioned 

to do just that.” 
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HBO Max and Discovery+ have some of the best original programming – HBO Max’s Flight 

Attendant and Hacks, and Discovery+’s Selling the Hamptons and Hillsong: A Megachurch Exposed 

were cited as examples.  HBO Max is also the streaming home for DC, with hit movies and originals 

– Peacemaker, animated Harley Quinn, Titans, and more to come.  “There’s something high quality 

and engaging for everyone in the household.”  80% of HBO Max and Discovery+ streaming users 

watch them on a TV set, and 50% of them are cord-cutters. 

 

It was mentioned almost in passing that WBD would eventually have one streaming product, which 

seems more than just a throwaway line.  So expect HBO Max and Discovery+ to merge at some point. 

 

All of Disney’s shows wind up on one of its streaming platforms.  Disney has “the greatest suite of 

DTC streaming platforms on the planet.” 

 

Only Murders in the Building is the most watched comedy in Hulu history.  The Kardashians is the 

#1 show on Hulu. 

 

Disney+ is a cultural phenomenon.  It will continue to develop movies based on top franchises.  A 

dozen are slated for next year, including Disenchanted (set 15 years after the first Enchanted movie) 

and Hocus Pocus 2 (a sequel to the 1993 movie).  Disney+ is also home to all things Marvel, Star 

Wars, and Pixar.     

 

Current Marvel TV shows are, WandaVision, Falcon and the Winter Soldier, Loki, the animated What 

If…?, Hawkeye, and Moon Knight.  Upcoming series include, Ms. Marvel, She-Hulk: Attorney at Law, 

and Secret Invasion.  Prior to the release of the theatrical movie, Dr. Strange and the Multiverse of 

Madness, viewership of the previous Dr. Strange films and TV shows that fed into this movie (including 

WandaVision) tripled.  Loki was the most watched Marvel series on Disney+, and the first to be 

renewed for a second season.  Former Netflix Marvel shows, Daredevil, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage, 

Iron Fist, and The Defenders all moved over to Disney+, as did ABC’s Agent’s of S.H.I.E.L.D. 
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Star Wars series on Disney+ include, The Mandalorian, The Book of Boba Fett, and Star Wars: Obi 

Wan Kenobi, with more on the way. 

 

Paramount+ has grown to 40 million subscribers, while Pluto TV, Paramount’s AVOD service 

reaches 68 million global active users per month and 333 custom channels.  Across all its platforms, 

Paramount has 62.4 million total subscribers, and is on track to hit 100 million by the end of 2024. 

 

Paramount+ has become the place for all things Star Trek, with Star Trek: Discovery, Star Trek: 

Picard, the animated Star Trek: Lower Decks, the new Star Trek: Strange New Worlds, and the 

upcoming animated Star Trek: Prodigy. 

 

Tubi is doubling down on original content, making more than 100 originals next year.  After the first 

three  months of 2022, Tub had 51 million active viewers. 

 

Sports, news, and live events are essential parts of our media offerings. 

 

NBC Sports broadcast of NBC Sunday Night Football has been the #1 primetime series for 11 

years running.  WWE Raw and USA and the WWE’s deal with Peacock, which includes the still 

highly popular WrestleMania (the streamer’s second most watched live event after the Super Bowl) 

were highlighted,   Also noted were the new deal to air MLB Sunday games on Peacock, as well as 

the FIFA World Cup on Telemundo and Peacock. 

 

NBC News was touched on briefly as leading the way and being the best in the business.  Its goal 

is to maintain a workforce consisting of 50% women and 50% people of color to better represent the 

communities it covers. 
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The first half-hour of Fox’s presentation was devoted to its sports offerings – NFL, FIFA World Cup 

Soccer, NASCAR, USFL, MLB, College Football, and WWE.  We heard that Fox’s NFC games are in 

larger markets and therefore higher rated than the AFC games.  New NFL Sunday sets are designed 

to maximize promotions and display sponsor messages.  Every FIFA World Cup game will be 

available on-demand with Tubi.  WWE’s Friday Night Smackdown is #1 among adults 18-34.  This 

year’s Thanksgiving weekend is going to highlight Fox Sports’ scope and strength – Giants vs. 

Cowboys on Thursday, USA vs. England soccer on Friday,  Michigan vs. Ohio State college football 

on Saturday, and an NFL doubleheader on Sunday, which includes the Rams vs. Chiefs. 

 

“Marketers know that we’re going to lean in with our promotion and inventory to promote the World 

Cup to those captive audiences in the NFL, in post-season baseball, in college football…to bring 

potentially new eyeballs to the World Cup.” 

 

This is the first time I recall Fox spending any significant time talking about Fox News at a network 

upfront event.  Proclaiming “We are America’s news” and “Built on the values that connect us – values 

like hard work, patriotism, love of country, and neighbors helping neighbors – Fox News Media is 

committed to telling those stories every single day.”  Fox News has “steadfast, loyal, and engaged 

viewers.”   The network claimed that “more Republicans, Independents, and even Democrats tune 

into Fox News over its competitors.”  News anchors Bret Baier and Harris Faulkner addressed the 

audience on video, but there was no mention of the three controversial hosts that drive Fox News’ 

primetime ratings dominance – Tucker Carlson, Sean Hannity, and Laura Ingraham.  The only reason 

I can think of is that Fox executives were afraid of how this particular audience might respond.   

 

ABC News delivers the facts and breaks through the noise.  ABC World News Tonight is the most 

watched newscast across all of television.  ABC News is #1 in the morning, #1 on Friday night, #1 on 

Sunday morning, and #1 in live news streaming. 
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ABC/ESPN has the largest number of live sports, and is the only one with all four major U.S. sports 

(NFL, NBA, MLB, NHL).  Disney will have 35% more NFL games in 2023.  NHL is back on ESPN after 

a 17-year hiatus.  WNBA grew its audience by 50%.  Disney has the most championships.  A rebuilt 

and rebranded XFL will be returning in 2023, with all games airing on ABC, ESPN, and FX.  Roughly 

75% of the country watches some form of Disney sports.   

 

ESPN is growing its successful Places franchise – the Manning brothers’ Peyton’s Playbook and Eli’s 

Places, will be joined by an NHL show, college basketball (with Sue Bird), and a show hosted by 

tennis great, John McEnroe.  

 

CBS Sports is everywhere viewers are across all platforms.  The overall theme for Paramount’s 

presentation was 60 Minutes – partly because they wanted to finish the presentation in an hour (it ran 

about 20 minutes longer), and partly to remind the crowd that 60 Minutes remains the gold standard 

of news magazine shows.  The show’s correspondents, Scott Pelley, Lesley Stahl, and Bill Whitaker 

introduced various segments of the Paramount presentation. 

 

Warner Bros. Discovery has long-term sports rights stability – March Madness (through 2032), 

NBA (2025), MLB (2028), and NHL (2028).  “Sports is the new primetime.” 

 

CNN is “the definitive source of reliable news and journalism globally, empowering viewers with 

facts.”  “There is no news organization in the world like CNN.”  While other cable news networks are 

advocates, CNN focuses on journalism.  “At a time when extremes dominate cable news, CNN will 

fight fearlessly to get at the truth.”  Anderson Cooper told us that CNN “seeks out truth as it unfolds.   

”CNN Original Series and CNN Films are key differentiators from other cable news networks.  CNN 

Digital is #1 in digital news.  Bleacher Report is the #1 digital destination for young sports fans.   
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We will use multiple alternative currencies. 

 

Lots of pre-upfront press but little detail at the upfront presentations because there really are no 

alternatives to Nielsen (although there may be some supplements).  Nielsen is an industry-mandated 

monopoly.  As long as these giant media companies lock themselves into long-term Nielsen contracts, 

as long as advertisers want consistent and stable trending data, and as long as potential competitors 

to Nielsen don’t provide something substantially better, no one is about to spend the time and money 

it would take to actually get an alternative to Nielsen up and running.  So the most we’re likely to see 

anytime soon are supplements to Nielsen and various optimizers, but not replacements. 

 

Warner Bros. Discovery is exploring new ways to measure audiences with Comscore, iSpot.TV, 

and Videoamp.  No on else mentioned alternative audience measurement in any significant detail 

(unless I missed it).  Several media companies, particularly NBCUniversal did so before the Upfronts, 

but not during these presentations. 

 

Franchises, reboots, re-imaginings, and prequels. 

 

As broadcast network ratings decline, and streaming services continue to siphon their audience, 

extending popular franchises is seen as a key way to retain viewers.  They have built-in audience 

bases, and require much less time and money to promote.  They also tend to get stronger viewer 

sampling than most other new shows.   

 

CBS has NCIS, NCIS: Los Angeles, and NCIS: Hawaii, as well as FBI, FBI: Most Wanted, and FBI: 

International.  It also brought back the original CSI as CSI: Vegas last season.  
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NBC has its One Chicago shows (Fire, Med, and P.D.) and Law & Orders (the original, SVU, and 

Organized Crime,).   NBC will be rebooting Quantum Leap and Night Court (with John Larroquette). 

 

Fox has 911 and 911: Lonestar.   

 

ABC has Grey’s Anatomy and Station 19, as well as The Rookie and its upcoming spin-off, The 

Rookie: Feds.   

 

The CW has also been in the franchise business, first with its superhero Arrowverse shows, and 

now with Walker and next season’s prequel, Walker Independence, All American and All American: 

Homecoming, and the upcoming Supernatural prequel, The Winchesters.  This summer’s Tom Swift 

is a spin-off from Nancy Drew.  Although several Arrowverse shows have ended their runs, including 

Arrow, which started it all, as well as Supergirl, Black Lightning, Legends of Tomorrow, and 

Batwoman, CW still has The Flash, Stargirl, Superman & Lois, and the upcoming Gotham Knights. 

 

Paramount Network and Paramount+ aired the highly successful Yellowstone prequel, 1883, 

and will have another, 1932, next season. 

 

New series 

 

 

Ordinarily, upfront presentations shout that broadcast is still the biggest game in town, the best way 

to reach large chunks of viewers at one time, and still need to be the foundation of any effective ad 

campaign.  Not so for the past couple of seasons.  Perhaps expanding the presentations to include 

every property a media company owns at the same time they are cutting the length of the presentation 

in half, makes it difficult to spend too much time talking about the new broadcast primetime schedule.  

Each company handled how much to tout their broadcast programming differently, with some giving 

more emphasis than others. 
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What used to be the centerpieces of upfront presentations, are now almost an afterthought – even 

though these companies’ linear programming is still their biggest profit drivers (and basically the only 

reason the Upfront exists).  CBS and CW were the only networks to wrap up their presentations with 

a night-by-night look their primetime schedules.  It would have been a good touch for everyone to do 

so.  Fox is the only network to not release its actual primetime fall schedule, which could partly be 

because the network was still negotiating the return of 911 and The Resident until right before its 

presentation to advertisers (although they still haven’t announced their official fall lineup). 

 

NBC will be re-imagining Quantum Leap (which originally aired from 1989-1993) and air an updated 

Night Court in mid-season, with original star John Larroquette (it first aired from 1984-92).  George 

Lopez will star with his real life daughter, Mayan, in a new comedy titled, Lopez vs. Lopez.  It will 

debut in November, leading into the returning Young Rock.  Placing both of these comedies on Friday, 

and debuting them in November, does not give me confidence that NBC thinks they will last long.  

NBC’s surprise hit, La Brea, will also return for a second season, leading into New Amsterdam.  The 

Voice will continue to air for two hours on Monday, and one hour on Tuesday.   

 

The network’s two popular franchises will again take over Wednesday (Chicago Med, Chicago Fire, 

and Chicago P.D.) and Thursday (Law & Order, Law & Order: SVU, and Law & Order: Organized 

Crime).  The Blacklist, American Auto, and Grand Crew are all slated to return in mid-season.  Overall, 

a very safe schedule with only two new fall series. 

 

Fox is bringing back The Cleaning Lady, Call Me Kat, and Welcome to Flatch for second seasons (I 

can’t think of three more different shows on a network schedule).  Also returning will be the network’s 

highly rated The Masked Singer, and its 911 and 911: Lonestar franchise.  New animated series, 

Krapopolis (about a family of humans, gods, and monsters in mythical ancient Greece) and Grimsburg 

(with Jon Hamm voicing the lead misanthropic detective) will join Fox’s Animation Domination lineup 

(which currently includes, The Simpsons, The Great North, Bob’s Burgers, and Family Guy).   
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Fox also mentioned an upcoming dark comedy, Cindy Snow, about a meteorologist, crime anthology 

Accused, police procedural Alert (from Jamie Foxx), about the LAPD’s Missing Person’s Unit, and the 

highly anticipated Monarch, an epic, multi-generational musical drama about America’s first family of 

country music (with Susan Sarandon, Trace Adkins, and Anna Friel).  Fox will continue to be in 

business with Gordon Ramsey, whose new Gordon Ramsey’s Food Stars will join Hell’s Kitchen and  

Next Level Chef (which will debut its second season right after the Super Bowl).  Crime Scene Kitchen 

will also return next season.  WWE Smackdown will return on Friday nights.  Fantasy Island and Lego 

Masters are also scheduled to return at some point. 

 

CBS is bringing back its popular NCIS and FBI franchises (NCIS, NCIS: Hawaii, and NCIS: L.A; FBI, 

FBI: International, and FBI: Most Wanted.)  Its popular 8-9pm comedies will also be back for another 

season – The Neighborhood and Bob Hearts Abishola (Monday) and Young Sheldon and Ghosts 

(Thursday).  Wednesday will be devoted to reality, as Survivor and Amazing Race will be followed by 

a new show, The Real Love Boat.    

 

The network will have three new fall dramas – So Help Me Todd (with Marcia Gay Harden and Skylar 

Astin as mother and son lawyer and investigator team), Fire Country (starring Max Theriot as a convict 

in an prison release firefighter program), and East New York (starring Amanda Warren as the newly 

promoted Deputy Inspector of New York’s 74th police precinct). 

 

ABC will bring back its popular dramas, The Good Doctor, Grey’s Anatomy, Station 19, Big Sky, and 

The Rookie for another season, and will have two new dramas, The Rookie: Feds and Alaska (with 

Hilary Swank as a disgraced high-profile reporter who moves to Anchorage, Alaska to work for a daily 

newspaper).  There will be two hours of Bachelor in Paradise on Monday and Tuesday.  Also returning 

are the comedies, The Conners, The Goldbergs, Abbott Elementary, and Home Economics.  Another 

safe schedule, with only two new scripted series, one of them a spin-off.  A Million Little Things and 

The Wonder Years will return in mid-season, as will American Idol and The Bachelor. 
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The CW showed us clips from its upcoming Walker prequel, Walker Independence (which takes 

place in the 1800s), the Supernatural prequel, The Winchesters, and its new superhero series, 

Gotham Knights, which will debut in mid-season.  All look promising.  Other new dramas include, 

action series Professionals (starring Tom Welling, Brendon Fraser, and Elena Anaya) and Canadian 

legal drama, Family Law (starring Jewel Staite and Victor Garber).  CW will have more new series 

than usual, as the surprise cancellations of DC’s Legends of Tomorrow and Batwoman, as well as 

freshman series, Naomi, opened up three new hours.  The Flash, Nancy Drew, Superman & Lois, 

and the final season of Riverdale will return in mid-season. 

 

FX will have a new limited series (which will also stream on Hulu), Fleishman is in Trouble, starring 

Claire Danes, Jesse Eisenberg, Lizzy Caplan, and Adam Brody. 

 

New  Peacock original series include, Bumper in Berlin (starring  Adam Devine, reprising his Bumper 

character from the first two Pitch Perfect theatrical movies), Last Light, a thriller starring Matthew Fox, 

A Friend of the Family, a true crime drama with Hendrix Yancey, Mckenna Grace, Anna Paquin, and 

Colin Hanks, The Best Man: The Final Chapters limited series reuniting original stars from the films, 

Morris Chestnut, Melissa De Sousa, Taye Diggs, Regina Hall, Terence Howard, Sanaa Lthan, Nia 

Long, and Harold Perrineau, dark comedy, The Resort (starring William Jackson Harper and Cristin 

Milioti), and Bupkis, a comedy starring Pete Davidson and Edie Falco (who plays his mom). 

 

On the Marvel front at Disney+, production on Loki season 2 starts soon, Secret Invasion will star 

Samuel L. Jackson, reprising his Nick Fury character from the Avengers movies, which “tells the story 

that goes back to the roots of who he actually is.”  Ms. Marvel (starring Iman Vellani) premieres in 

June.  She Hulk: Attorney at Law (starring Tatiana Maslany) premieres in August.  Echo, a spin-off 

from Hawkeye, starring Alaqua Cox has started production. 
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Hulu will have a new legal drama, Reasonable Doubt (starring Emayatzy Corinealdi and executive 

produced by Kerry Washington), about a controversial high-powered attorney.  It comes from the 

Onyx Collective.  Hulu will also air Chippendales, starring Kumail Nanjiani as Somen “Steve” 

Banerjee, the Indian-American entrepreneur who started Chippendales.  Life & Beth (with Amy 

Schumer and Michael Cera) is coming back for season 2. 

 

Paramount+ will have another series from Taylor Sheridon, crime drama Tulsa King (starring 

Sylvestor Stallone).  Jessica Chastain and Michael Shannon will star as Tammy Wynette and George 

Jones in the miniseries, George & Tammy.  The streamer will be extending the Yellowstone franchise 

with the upcoming 1932, which will star Harrison Ford and Helen Mirren. 

 

Jennifer Hudson will have a new talk show this fall produced by Warner Bros. Syndication, and 

will air on Fox and Hearst stations across the country.  It will premiere just as Ellen DeGeneres goes 

off the air. 

 

Discovery+ will have a new docuseries, Smartless, which will follow Will Arnett, Sean Hayes, and 

Jason Bateman as they go on tour with their hit podcast. 

 

HBO Max will have an adult animated Scooby Doo spin-off, Velma (who in this version will be a 

South-Asian crime solver), voiced and executive produced by Mindy Kalig.  Who’s Talking to Chris 

Wallace?, originally one of the showcases of the short-lived CNN+, will shift to HBO Max.  
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Musical Numbers, etc. 

 

NBCUniversal’s presentation opened with Kelly Clarkson singing Queen of the Night, and closed 

with a Miley Cyrus medley, which included Wrecking Ball (something NBCU claims to be taking to the 

industry status quo). 

 

In between, NBCU treated to an elaborately choreographed number promoting BravoCon, featuring 

Andy Cohen and many Bravo performers (what it calls “Bravolebrities) from several of its shows, 

including Top Chef, Vanderpump Rules, Below Deck, Southern Charm, Summer House, Million Dollar 

Listing, Project Runway, and Real Housewives.  BravoCon is a three-day super-fandom event in 

October, celebrating all things Bravo (taking place in the Javits Center in New York City).  

 

Warner. Bros. Discovery’s presentation wrapped up with Jennifer Hudson singing Respect. 

  

The CW opened with Stevie Wonder singing Superstition, changing one phrase to sing, “CW is the 

way.” 

 

Fox closed its presentation with Monarch star, Trace Adkins, singing A Country Boy Can Survive. 

 

Paramount had the cast of Ghost do a musical number, the soon-to-depart host of the Late Late 

Show, James Corden did a short routine, and Wayne Brady hosted a Paramount-themed game show 

(with Tony Dokkoupil, Nate Burleson, and Nicole Byer).  But perhaps the best reception was given 

when Yellowstone’s Kevin Costner and Kelly Reilly took the stage, to be followed by Tim MaGraw 

and Faith Hill (1883) and Sylvester Stallone (the upcoming Tulsa King), as the Taylor Sheridan love 

fest continues.  The show closed with a duet from Mickey Guyton and LeAnn Rimes.. 
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Disney didn’t have any musical numbers, but it did have a steady string of ABC, ESPN, Hulu, and 

Disney+ celebrities crossing the stage, including Steve Martin, Martin Short, Selena Gomez, Dwayne 

Johnson, Peyton and Eli Manning, Joe Buck and Troy Aikman, Sean McVay, Matthew Stafford, Dawn 

Staley, Suni Lee, Amy Schumer,various Kardashians, Ellen Pompeo, Kerry Washington, Claire 

Danes, the cast of Abbot Elementary, Kumail Nanjiani, Spike Lee (on video), and Samuel L. Jackson, 

to name a few.  

 

  

Here are the broadcast network primetime fall schedules. 

 

ABC 2022 Fall Schedule (new series in caps and bold, n = new night, nt = new time) 

 7-8 8-8:30 8:30-9 9-9:30 9:30-10 10-10:30 10:30-11 

Mon.  Bachelor in Paradise The Good Doctor 

Tue.  Bachelor in Paradise THE ROOKIE: FEDS 

Wed.  The 
Conners 

The 
Goldbergs 

Abbott 
Elementary (n) 

Home 
Economics 

Big Sky 

Thu.  Station 19 Grey’s Anatomy ALASKA 

Fri.  Shark Tank 20/20 

Sat.  College Football 

Sun. AFV CELEBRITY 
JEOPARDY! 

Celebrity Wheel  
of Fortune 

The Rookie 

 

Mid-Season:  Scripted – A Million Little Things, The Wonder Years, NOT DEAD YET  Unscripted – American Idol, 

The Bachelor, Judge Steve Harvey 
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CBS 2022 Fall Schedule (new series in caps and bold, n = new night, nt = new time) 

 7-8 8-8:30 8:30-9 9-9:30 9:30-10 10-10:30 10:30-11 

Mon.  The 
Neighborhood 

Bob Hearts 
Abishola 

NCIS  NCIS: Hawaii 

Tue.  FBI FBI: International FBI: Most Wanted 

Wed.  Survivor The Amazing Race THE REAL  

LOVE BOAT 

Thu.  Young Sheldon Ghosts (nt) SO HELP ME TODD CSI: VEGAS (n) 

Fri.  S.W.A.T. (n) FIRE COUNTRY Blue Bloods 

Sat.  Drama Encores Drama Encores 48 Hours 

Sun. 60 
Minutes 

The Equalizer EAST NEW YORK NCIS: LA (nt) 

 

Mid-Season:  Scripted –TRUE LIES   Unscripted – LINGO, Secret Celebrity Renovation, SUPERFAN, Tough as 

Nails 

Moving to Paramount+:  Scripted – Blood & Treasure 

 

NBC 2022 Fall Schedule (new series in caps and bold, n = new night, nt = new time) 

 7-8 8-8:30 8:30-9 9-9:30 9:30-10 10-10:30 10:30-11 

Mon.  The Voice QUANTUM LEAP 

Tue.  The Voice La Brea New Amsterdam 

Wed.  Chicago Med Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. 

Thu.  Law & Order Law & Order: SVU Law & Order: 
Organized Crime 

Fri.  College Bowl Dateline NBC 

 LOPEZ vs. 

LOPEZ (Nov.) 

Young 

Rock (Nov.) 

Sat.  Drama Encores Dateline Mystery SNL Vintage 

Sun. Ftbl Night in 

America 

Sunday Night Football 

 

Mid-Season:  Scripted – The Blacklist, American Auto, Grand Crew, NIGHT COURT,   Unscripted – THE WHEEL, 

MILLION DOLLAR ISLAND. That’s My Jam, The Wall, Dick Wolf’s LA FIRE AND RESCUE 
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CW 2022 Fall Schedule (new series in caps and bold, n = new night, nt = new time) 

 7-8 8-8:30 8:30-9 9-9:30 9:30-10  

Mon.  All American All American: Homecoming  

Tue.  THE WINCHESTERS PROFESSIONALS  

Wed.  DC’s Stargirl (n) Kung Fu  

Thu.  Walker WALKER INDEPENDENCE  

Fri.  Penn & Teller: Fool Us Who’s Line is it 
Anyway?  

Who’s Line is it 
Anyway? 

 

Sat.  MAGIC WITH THE STARS World’s 
Funniest 

Animals (n) 

World’s Funniest 
Animals (n) 

 

Sun.  FAMILY LAW Coroner (n)  

 

Mid-Season:  Scripted – The Flash, GOTHAM KNIGHTS, Nancy Drew, Riverdale, Superman & Lois  Unscripted – 

Masters of Illusion, RECIPE FOR DISASTER 


